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Generic Link Measurements for High Performance Network Elements 
ABSTRACT 
A high-performance communications network, e.g., as used in a data center, can be 
heterogeneous in the types of nodes and the protocols between them. Detecting and zeroing in to 
network conditions such as under-utilized links, faulty links, excessive latencies, etc. can become 
an involved task requiring the particulars of the node types and their protocols. This disclosure 
describes techniques of link-level measurement and network problem identification that apply 
generically to differing node types and protocols. Hardware counters that measure the number of 
clock cycles spent in transmission, re-transmission, wait-states, etc. are embedded at node 
egresses. The counters are triggered, e.g., by specially-defined packets. Link-performance 
metrics such as backpressure, retransmission rate, protocol overhead, port utilization, physical-
layer bit-rate, etc., are generically derived as functions of the hardware-counter readings. The 
techniques enable rapid identification and localization of network problems. 
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Data centers host fleets of servers with accelerators, e.g. graphics processing units 
(GPUs); application specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for high-performance computing (HPC), 
machine-learning (ML) and artificial-intelligence (AI) training or inference hardware; etc. 
Accelerators use high performance networks (HPN) for data connectivity. The performance and 
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reliability of the HPN is critical to achieve a near-linear computational speedup with the number 
of accelerators.  
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes a generic framework to measure link-level parameters and to 
identify underlying problems based on the measurements.  
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 1: HPN data transfer (a) The nodes of an HPN network can be heterogeneous; (b) A generic 
representation of inter-node communication. 
Fig. 1 illustrates HPN data transfer as it occurs, e.g., in a data center. Data transfer from a 
source to destination in HPN traverses multiple physical links with a processing/forwarding 
element (illustrated in Fig. 1 as red circles) at each end of a link. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), HPN 
networks can be heterogeneous, e.g., have different physical layer and data link layer 
technologies (e.g., PCIe, ethernet, etc.) on intermediate links. Fig. 1(b) is a generic illustration of 
a node in an HPN. A node of an HPN is generically characterized thus. 
● An egress port at a transmitting node (Node A of Fig. 1(b)) queues application data 
(represented by a blue bar) for transmission at the data link layer. In this case, application 
data refers to data packets given by a higher layer to the data-link layer. 
● The data-link layer adds header/protocol metadata (represented by a brown bar). It can 
also aggregate multiple packets for data-link layer aggregation. 
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● Data is transmitted on the physical link when medium access rules allow (e.g., CSMA-
CD for half-duplex links, receiver credits for PCIe etc.) 
● Some form of acknowledgement (ACK) (either at the physical layer or at the data link 
layer) is given by the receiving node (node B) to the transmitting node (node A). A 
positive ACK indicates successful reception, leading to discarding of the just-transmitted 
data at the transmitting node. A negative (or null) ACK indicates a failed transmission, 
leading to a retransmission (retry) by the transmitting node. 
Based on the notion of a generic node and link, the following generally applicable factors are 
seen to affect link performance: 
● Retries (bit errors): Higher bit errors on a link cause more retries, which lower the 
goodput and increase latency. 
● Overheads: These are data link or physical layer protocol-related transmissions, e.g., 
link control or management transmissions typically made while data packets are queued; 
protocol header/footer encapsulation bits for the data packets; etc. Smaller the data 
payload, higher the overhead.  
● Backpressure: Backpressure is the time spent by a packet waiting at a transmit node due 
to a temporary inability at a receive node to receive it. Backpressure results from a 
receiver credit being unavailable; waiting for an ACK from receiver; medium access 
rules; etc. 
● Port utilization: Utilization is the percentage of time an egress port is busy, e.g., has 
application data queued for transmission. 
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Fig. 2: A notion of generic physical link applies to ports within a node
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the above-described notion of generic physical link extends to 
ports connected within the node as well, e.g., the internal fabric of a PCIe (peripheral component 
interconnect express) switch. However, within a node, the inter-port bit-error rate is typically 
zero and the protocol overhead nearly so.
Counter  Function 
1 clock_cycles_per_second 
Specifies clock rate, e.g., 500 MHz, used to 
increment counters 2-6.
2 no_data_duration_in_clk_cycles 
Increments whenever port has no pending 
data queued for transmission.
3 data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles 
Increments whenever port has any pending 
data in the queue.
4 data_transmit_duration_in_clk_cycles 
Increments whenever port is actively 
transmitting application data, e.g., payload 
portion of read or write data requests.
5 data_retransmit_duration_in_clk_cycles 
Increments whenever port is actively 
retransmitting application data, e.g., 
payload portion of read or write data 
requests.
6 total_transmit_duration_in_clk_cycles 
Increments whenever port is actively 
transmitting anything (e.g. link 
management/control packets, headers and 
actual data payloads) AND port has any 
application data pending in the queue.
7 total_data_bits_xfer 
Increments as per successfully transferred 
application data bits (link level 
retransmissions do not count)
Table 1: Generic link-measurement hardware counters 
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Per the techniques of this disclosure, generic link-measurement hardware counters, as 
described in Table 1, are maintained at each of the egress ports. The above-described metrics that 
govern link performance, e.g., retries, overheads, backpressure, port utilization, etc., can be 
derived from these counters. The counters are large enough to not wrap around during the 




total_transmit_duration_in_clk_cycles) * 100 / 
data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles 
The percentage of time the link is not available for data transfer during the 
measurement window. Some of the factors that contribute to unavailability 
are channel access rules for a half-duplex link, back-pressure from receiver, 
etc.
Retries 
(data_retransmit_duration_in_clk_cycles * 100) / 
data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles 
The percentage of time spent on retransmit of data payload of a queue, e.g., 
memory read or write payload, during the measurement window. 
Retransmissions can happen due to collisions on half-duplex medium or 




data_retransmit_duration_in_clk_cycles) * 100 /  
data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles 
The percentage of time spent on transmitting protocol-framing related bits 
and/or any other link control or management packets while there is 
application data pending in the queue.
Port Utilization 




(Total_data_bits_xfer * clock_cycles_per_second) / 
data_transmit_duration_in_clk_cycles  
Actual bits/second PHY rate over the link.
Table 2: Deriving link-performance metrics from hardware counter readings
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As illustrated in Table 2, the link-measurement counters provide a mechanism to extract 
link-performance metrics regardless of the type of link, e.g., half-duplex ethernet, full-duplex 
PCIe, etc., and the variety of data-link/physical-link protocols that are used. 
Fig. 3: An illustration of link-performance metrics 
Fig. 3 illustrates link-measurement counters superimposed over link-performance metrics along a 
common time axis.  
Collection of link measurements 
Example techniques to enable link-measurement counters during data stream transfer on the 
source-destination path are as follows. 
● A special starting control packet is sent by the source on the source-destination path just 
before starting the data stream from source to destination. Each egress port on the source-
destination path resets counters 2-7 (of Table 1) upon detecting the starting control packet 
and enables the counters. A special ending control packet is sent by the source on the 
source-destination path just after the end of the data stream. Each egress port on the path 
from source to destination freezes counters 2-7 upon detecting the ending control packet.  
● Alternative to special control packets, an in-band mechanism can be used if the 
application data packets have some meta-data fields which can be used to convey the start 
and end of the data stream.  
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● In-band collection: A special collecting control packet is sent by the source on source-
destination path. Each egress port on the path appends its measurement values to the 
collecting control packet.  
● Alternative to collecting control packets, an out-of-band control-plane mechanism can be 
used for collecting measurement statistics and distributing them to nodes of interest.  
Identifying extra latencies
The link-performance metrics, obtained per the described techniques, can be used to 
identify extra latencies as follows. For each link on the path from source to destination,  
Link_extra_latency_in_microseconds =  
                   ( (actual overhead - expected overhead) +  
                     (actual backpressure - expected backpressure) + 
                     (actual retries - expected retries) )  
                     / 100  
                     * data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles  
                     / (clock_cycles_per_second / 10^6) 
Path_extra_latency_in_microseconds =  
sum(link_extra_latency_in_uS for each link from source to destination) 
Path_extra_latency_in_microseconds gives a clock-cycle accurate measurement of extra 
latencies (e.g., over and above the expected latency for maximum performance) experienced 
during data transfers from source to destination in the measurement window. 
Identifying under-utilization
The link-performance metrics, obtained per the described techniques, can be used to 
identify under-utilization as follows. For a measurement window, 
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Link_spare_capacity_in_percentage =  
max(expected_port_utilization - actual_port_utilization, 0) 
Link_spare_capacity_in_bits =  
                   ( Link_spare_capacity_in_percentage / 100  
* (data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles                                       
                   + no_data_duration_in_clk_cycles) 
             * total_data_bits_xfer)      
             / data_pending_duration_in_clk_cycles 
Path_spare_capacity_in_bits =  
min (link_spare_capacity_in_bits for each link in the path). 
Identifying under-utilization, e.g., spare capacity, on the source-destination path can help the 
source increase the push-rate of data to achieve higher throughput. 
Identifying faulty links 
If a link consistently shows higher-than-expected retry attempts, overheads, or 
backpressure over multiple measurements, the link is not operating optimally and can be flagged 
for diagnostics and repairs. HPN routing algorithms can also choose to avoid such links until 
they are fixed.  
CONCLUSION 
 This disclosure describes techniques of link-level measurement and network problem 
identification that apply generically to differing node types and protocols. Hardware counters 
that measure the number of clock cycles spent in transmission, re-transmission, wait-states, etc. 
are embedded at node egresses. The counters are triggered, e.g., by specially-defined packets. 
Link-performance metrics such as backpressure, retransmission rate, protocol overhead, port 
utilization, physical-layer bit-rate, etc., are generically derived as functions of the hardware-
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counter readings. The techniques enable rapid identification and localization of network 
problems.
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